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Sust·1ined bv the Siai.e fr r f.he Training of its Teachers.
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COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced English Course, extending through five years.
2. An Advanced Latin Course, extending through five years.
l. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2. Advanced Course, two years.
3. Kindergarten Course, two years.
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The Diploma of either course is a State Certificate of qualification of the First
Grade good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be en-
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dorsed, making it a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for five years if
an Elementary diploma, or a Permanent Certiflcato if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. The
best of the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries.
~
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ADMISSION

Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Gradirnte Courses
without examination. Applicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the R class without examination provided they have taught successfully for
six months. Applicants who do not bold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen years
of age at their nearestbirtbday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination
in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geo~>Taphy of the world,
History ofU. S., Physiology and Arithmetic equivalent to the demands,for a secondgrade certificrLte in these subjects. All the 1Ldvantages of the school are FREE to
those who pledge themselves to teach two years in the public school~ oftbe state.
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EXPENSE OP LIVIN3- IS VERY :'JO DER.ATE.
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Living at the Lawrence all, Bincluding furnished room, heat; Jig-ht and table board .
is $3.00 per week. Board in pri-,;ate families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 '
to $4 per week. Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
~
Catalogues, giving full information, are mailed free to an:,.· address. Any questions f .
will receive prompt at ention. Address the President,

~GEO,R,KLEEBERGERJ
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T. A. PATTISON,
DE:NTIST.
♦

Over ~\erchants Natio;sal Bank

CAMPBELL GREENHOUS&

Burlineton
· •· Route

....

Cut Flowers Always on Hand.
Funeral and Wedding Designs Made.
Corner Third avenue and 3½ Street South.

THERE A'RE PEOPLE
Wht are not satisfied with their dentist.
His PRICES OR HIS WORK-those
are the people I wish to sec.

Finest trains on earth from
--AND--

UFFH1E: CornPr Fifth ave. and First St. South.
Hom·~ . 11 to 12 a. m . and 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p. m .
Suntlay at residence, ,100 Fifth ave. S. 'rel. 14-2.

H.J. SAUNDERS.
)~

BOOT and SHOE MAKER
and REPAIRER...

30 I Fifth Ave. South,

St. Cloud, Minn.

HE~!Jl milJ!~ tnr J4E71lll, !J!JIE BE~!Jl Jl71J4):),
7f j\!D !J!JIE 8E~!Jl 01! EVEl{f!J!Jllj\lG
in the meat line can be obtained at

KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET,
123 5th

.A •1 Jt/n'11,e

South.

YOU CAN DRIVE NOBBY
OUTFITS BY HIRING

M_

ffllNJEDPOLIS

if

~-

YOUR LIVERY AT

McDonald
&. O'Neil's.
PR1cEs AND TREATMENT A-1.

For Fir.st-Class Shoe Repairing
GOTO~~=:--

ClilCAGO
Electric Lighted and Steam Heated,

i

When in Need of

77f"C\

:SOOTS.,

S::E-3:0ES and.
EU:S:SEES.,
Do not forget to call on

~IKM:AN •.. J. W. WOLTER, ..
Comer or 6th lve. and 2d St. South.

the Cheapest Shoe ma1;1 in,the cit,:.
Next to Fandefs Dry Goods Store.
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STOP AT THE

MINNESOTA HOUSE.

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,
·- -·

I

JAKE TROSSEN, prop.

j.

)'
,,,
Deutsches <.last und Kosthaus.

¼
Kansas City Beef a Specialty.

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop.
Rates: $1 per day o r $3.50 to $5 per week. Spec ia.l
rates b y the mon th made on a pplication.

OPPOSITE W ES'l' HOUSE.

1'<'l. 47

10,'J 5th ..4.v e tHI<' South

lSeneen lSrotbera
. _ Staple
:.:,:ano
''Jfancl'!
Q;ooo Q;ooos ano '.lLow !Prices.

Groceriest

117 5th ll~enue$outb,

$t, a:1ou~, ,mtnn.

Going To California?

Then you will be inte rested in learning th e Minneapolis & St. Louis R. R.
h as through to urist ca rs, with upholstered sea ts, and persom1 lly conduc te d,

PALACE

PALACE

SLEEPING

DINING

AND

CAR,~,

FAMILY
TOURU/7'
· CARli/.

1'1EALS
SEUVED
A LA rA R'I'E.

--

Tb r ougll service hrtween St. Paul, 3Hnneapnlis
H elen a, Butte, Spoka ne, Seattle and Portland .
Connections. at wester n terminal for Kootenai
country, Oreg·on n orl Californ ia points , Alaska,
. Japan and Chin a . Connections at Twin Cities [or
points east, and south.

leaving every Tuesdily via the Souther n R oute, with no snow, no riltit udes,

GOING WEST.

and no Sunday traveli ng.
h a, Denver, and Salt Lake, the "Scenic Lin e" crossing the Rocky and Casranges.

GOING E.o\S'l_.

*No . 111 :25 a .m.
tNo. 3 11:15 a .m .

Leaving every Thursday- via Oma-

cade Mountain

Passen r 'l'ratns leave-as follows:

Berths only

$6.oo thro ugh. Reduced rate. tickets,
A. B. CUTTS,
G. P. & T. A., M. & St. •L. R. R.
Minneapolis, Minn.

*No. :J 2:08 p.m.
t No. 412:20 p .m.

* No. 5 for

No . f} arrivPF! from

Wlllmar _tl:20 a.m.
Wiilrn h r 10:!'> , , ".•·
tNo. 711:20 p.m .
tN o . 8 L•" "·"
*No. 128, for Sandstone 7:00 ,. " '
W illma,· accommod a · io
will lea.ve St.
Cloud a t 8:30 a. rn. , returning at 7:3-; fl. m
Nos. 3 , 4, 7 an() 8 run via CJearwnter.
*Daily exc ev1 Sundt1y
tDB il;v

. _.

The Road That Mad :
The Northwest Famo :i .
Remember Your Friends!

H. R. NEIDE, · 'ltrn 1
ST. cLouo; MINN.
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AL~AYST-HE
B_est, Cheapest, Latest Style,
Assortment, Attention, Quality .•.

======

.

'

Benefit. anr1 , ,.q~f • .
"~ Repr•·~•mtPd Every Tirr,e nt . • .

.\lw 1-n ~" R,. r,rnin tbr,t will

W ➔ rr"" ' P"

======

IA:,E TZR._OTH • • EE._OS.'
The Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers • .
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' HEN
W

looking for your Xmas gifts call at Fritz Guy's and see his line of silver novelt.ies.
The best goods at the right prices Incident!}' notice the handsome china and
cut glass displayed A piece of either makes a suitable gift . If you are looking
for a handsome purse you will find the best assortment at F,·itz Guy's. Select
the ring or watch you intend to l;my from my stock-the largest in the city. The
best thing in the musical -line.from a mouth-otgan to a piano wi:I be found here. Martin guitars ai,d :\1andolins are the best made, are s old here.
·
Before buying give us a ca ll we are sure to su,i t you.
~
1

F R,I T Z C UY..

~~o!~9..t,!(Fb~r

FINE
PLATINOTYPES
A SPECIALTY.

Jl)rtces to Stu~ents.
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Have You Seen
The New Wine Ovals?
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They are bea uties,

Special pcic~ <o S<odents.
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In the Northwest.
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26 Fifth Ave. South,
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5.

We are confronted with an awful
array of new books every year. It
needs a fine power of discrimin ation to
know which to select.
A s a help in
knowing which to avoid, we refer our
readers lo an illustrated article in the
J anuary Critic, "How to Not Read"
by Gelett Burgess.
His theory and his pictures a re quite sensational. You
may thin k the former rather deep, but
the latter are very entertaining.
Oliver Cromwell bids fair to lJe in
fashion this year.
It will pay to read
something about him.
Scribn er's for
1900 will contain a life of Cromwell
by Theodore Roosevelt, the soldier,
and the Century will contain a life of
Cromwell by John Morley, the scholar.
The Century also has the life of Wahb,
the grizzly bear, written by E. S.
Thompson, and illustrated with grizzlies which you can almost hear growl.
Scribner's will contain the sequel to
"Sentimental Tommy" hy Barrie.

Probably ())Ur readers have formed
their New Year's resolutions by this
time and are living up to them nobly.
We hope that a thought has been bestowed on New Year's reading.
Of Advantages and Disadvantages of
the Rural School to the Practice
course this paper will modestly claim
Teacher.
a share of the attention of all loyal
N ormalites. · We would also recomBY RAYMOND R. HITCHCOCK,
mend Shakespeare, Webster's dictionBy many, the country school is contionary, and other old standards.
sidered a school of disadvantages. The
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city teacher especially is apt to think many of us acquire bad habits-as
only of the inconveniences in his first poor questioning, repeating, and also
term's teaching, but if we stop and poor methods-when left to ourselves.
look over the experiences of the aver- . Upon receiving better training, afterage rural school teacher we shall find ward, we see our faults, but it is with
some advantages in it to the practice difficulty that we overcome some of
teacher.
them.
In the first place, the country teacher
The country teacher is generiilly his
has the primary, grammar and senior own janitor. Very often the text books
departments all in one room, The are poor and the system not uniform.
rural sc hool is often called the un - The libraries are meagre, the reference
graded sc hool. It really is a multi- books few and the blackboards small.
graded school, for the teacher not only These facts must be considered in the
has th e little ones to amuse and keep teacher's experience.
busy, but also all the grades up to th e
I think that th e t eac her often means
high school. This wide ns the teacher's more to the country child than to the
experience. Young m~n often dislike city child. We know the influence of
having to teach the primary grades. A personal contact. The country child
m an can not always adapt himself to meets comparatively few people each
little ch ildren as a wnman can, but day while the city child meets many.
prob ably this man will sometime be For that reaso n the country teacher
prin cipal ot a school. Then his ex- may exert a g reater influence over his
perie nce in all tht grades of a country pupils. It seems to me that the only
schoo l helps him in advising and aid- way to strive to make the school ideal,
ing the teachers under him.
is for the teacher to get as near to his
It 1s hard to have so many classes, pupils as possible-to step into their
so littl e time to devote to each inter- hearts and lives. If the teacher does
estin g g roup, but it certainly develops this, and the true teacher does assume
skill a nd ingenuity in the teacher.
this attitude, he can see so much in
To carry on such work successfully, each pupil, so much that is good, so
the t eac her must be a person of ability much to strive to bring out, the makand a disciplinarian. It does not seem ing of a noble man or woman. The inas diffi c ult to have good order in a fluence of tht teacher who can undersch ool of one's own as it does in a stand every child, and the discipline
mod e l sc hool where the children ap- of such a school will tend to make
parently feel that the teacher is only strong- character.
practicing, and so do not appreciate
The advantage of the country school
the teacher's real interest in them.
lies in the teacher',s more easily formUnless the teacher has had excellent ing a part of each child's life. This
training in pedagogics and methods, should inspire the teacher to be an
there is a disadvantage in the rural ideal worthy of the child's respect and
school in the fact that there is no one love.
to criticise and advise. It is a good
thing .for the teacher to feel the whole Teachers' Salaries in Rural Schools.
BY PAUL AHLES.
responsibility resting upon himself. It
inspires him to greater effort to show
Of late years the attention of educawhat he can accomplish alone. But tional leaders has been largely di-
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rected to the wants of our rural have kept good teachers out of the
schools. These schools were found far common schools.
below the standard of city schools in ' The average annual salaries of rural
their work. This is somewhat surpris- school teachers are $318.36 for men
ing as these schools have the benefit of and $262.92 for women . It will be seen
natural advantages that city schools do at once that these are poor inducenot enjoy. The reason for their inferi- ments for able men and women to seek
ority must therefore rest with the these fields. We often hear it sai d
,teachers.
that people of some localities are still
Statistics show that only 19 per cent. objecting to the wages of th e ir teachof the Minnesota rural school teachers ers as being too high, and grumbli ng
have had proper training before enter- that so much money is paid for so
ing upon their work. Many have had s mall a benefit as they receive. In
no more than a common school train - schools where they have good t eac hers
ing, and, the writer can add, that from the people do not begrudge the teachhis personal experience he might ers' salaries, but are willing that they
enumerate many cases where persons shall rece ive ample remuneration for
( they can hardly be called teachers) the ir services. In places where they
undertook to educate children when have poor teachers we cannot blame
they themselves had not mastered th e the people for claiming th at the teachcommon branches. How they sue- er does not earn his money. Many of
ceeded in obtaining a c.ertificate, re- our present country teachers, with the
main s, of course, a mystery.
scanty salaries they do get, are paid
Th e above facts are not very flatter- infinitely more th an th ey earn .
ing to our educational_ institutions,
Some may think the above picture
when we consider th:it 40 per cent. of of our rural schools is painted too
Minnesota's children receive th eir edu- dark ; that the unfitness of th e teach ers
cation in rural schools. It is alarming has been exaggerated. Close investiwhen we find that many country chi]- gation · by educational commissions
dren grow up ignorant tor want of vouch for all that has been said . One
proper instruction, and that the educa- reformer_ stated that it was very untional attainments in many localities pleasant to uncover the present condiare degenerating so that children,when tion8 of our rural schools, but still inthrough school, know less than their teresting, as it might further th eir imparents did in their days.
provement. It is true there are som e
Investigations have shown that we very good schools found in th e cou ntry, but they are the exceptions. They
do not have better teachers in the
are as a few stalks of wheat in a negrural schools because conditions are
lected field full of :w eeds .
such that men and women who have
There is a reason for the condition
spent time and money in fitting themof our rural schools. The country was
selves for teachers prefer to seek posisettled rapidly, schools sprung up on
tions in cities where conditions are all sides, and there were at first but few
more favorable. The two most objec- teachers. To supply this demand, pertionable features in the rural schools sons with a limited education were
are the short terms and low salaries. allowed to teach in these schools,
The latter more than anything else rather than let the chi ldren go without
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instruction. The state taking this into
consideration made the requirements
of the candidates for these schools as
light as possible. And so it happened
that untrained teachers worked their
way into our rural schools and have
made them to a great extent what they
are.
But times and conditions have
change d and our rural schools should
have changed for the better long, lon g
before thi s. It is now possibl e to fill
all our country schools with fit teachers in a short time if the right steps are
tak e n. It has been said above, that if
we want able men and women to go
into our rural schools we must raise
the salaries, for as long as salaries are
low we will have poor teachers.
Th e means for raising the salaries in
these schools are various. But as I
am not an educational reformer, all I
have to say on this is only a short review of what has been written on this
subj ect by various great educators.
The first thing necessary is to make
teaching a profession. Some believe
that the teach e r must be born; that he
cannot be made by traming. Such,
however, is not the case. Although
some may be better gifted naturally to
teach than others, it is possible,
through proper training and effort on
the part of the teacher, to learn the
art of teaching. Training, above, is
not used in the sense of drilling on
principles of teaching and making a
mechanical instrument of the teacher,
but, studying the psychological basis
upon which all teaching rests, investigating and observing the growth of the
mind, in short, acquiring a thorough
acquaintance with the nature of the
child. This knowledge can only be
gained by hard labor and thorough investigation. This should not end with
the school the teacher attends, but

should be continued throughout his
teaching and selfimprovement should
be his aim all his life.
In order that others may benefit by
his discoveries ( for teaching is still
open to improvement) the teacher
should contribute to the literature ot
the profession and so add to the general store of educational knowledge.
Teachers pos,essed ot this spirit, are
the ones needed in our schools and
only such should be allowed to teach.
John Garber, in an article on this subject in "Education," says: "The deep·
est of all sci enc es, for it deals with the
mind; the most important of all callings, as it has to do with the future of
children; the most sacred of trusts, because of its influence on human happiness; teaching should be the most exclusive of the professions; quackery in
teaching should not be tolerated." Although this may be putting it a little
strong, it is a good ideal for us teachers to strive for.
We do not allow doctors or lawyers
to practice their professions until they
have spent years in study and have
shown by a thorough examination that
they are ably fitted for their line of
work. Why should we not subject the
teacher, whose administering to the
wants of the children is of greater interest and importance, to such examinations as will show his ability to teach.
The last session of the legislature in
our state has taken a step in this direction. The laws enacted regarding examinations are a great improvement
on the old ones, but they still have too
many loop-holes. They are not strict
enough. Superintendents inclined to
do so can easily avoid the law, and we
know that politics make this a great
temptation.
But we should not re~t
here. We
\
can go frnm good to better; and such
'
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should be our aim. · We should not be ical, the mental, the spiritual. These
satisfied with the present standard of can only be overcome in the mind of
teachers in our rural schools even if the chi.Id while he is in that stage of
only such as were held strictly to the development, which enables him to
regulations of the present laws should realize and understand that with which
be found there. The state should grad- he contends.
ually require more a,nd more of its : The first culture epoch in the life of
teachers until at last op}¥ such as have a child is the instinctive period. He
had the proper trainin~ ;e aUowed to is ruled by his senses and receives im-·
enter the schools. In this way all men pressions only through their aid. He
and women who teach because they has no apperceptive mass for abstract
cannot find anything else to do, or reasoning or for the understanding of
make it a stepping stone for some relations. He can now only lay the
other business or, as one writer says, foundation for such knowledge to be
to get married (and he says that six obtained in the future. lt is during
out of every ten lady teachers belong this period that he must become acto this class) would fall out. This quai nted with th e mater ial world, _a nd
would naturally cause a demand for place it under his fe et. This knowlteachers and consequently raise the edge can be but superficial to the city
salaries, for the law of supply and de- child at th e very best. Nature, direct
mand holds true with the teacher as from th e hand of the Creator, is rewell .as with everything else.
placed by an artificial r eprese ntation
We teachers are the ones to agitate from the hand of man. Everything
this question. We must exert our in- trom th e hand of God is purely good;
fluence upon the people and their rep- everything degenerates in the hand of
resentatives· in the legislature. The man. Rousseau says:· "The first years
people should be led to see the desira of life are in every res pect the most
bility · of good schools and teachers. important. Nature must be closely
They should be taugh t to appreciate · followed. The child's tears are petithe value of a good education to their tions which should be granted. Chilchildren . They must be led to see dren's destructiveness is form of activthat without sacrificing something and ity."
paying good salaries no good teachers
This is fully substantiated by the
can be had. The teacher, assisted by history o noted men. I feel safe in
the press and tht;; pulpit, can do much saying that all the great men of the
toward all this.
past were men who had spent th e early
years of their lives in the free air and
open sunshine.
Educational Advantages of the Country
1 he instinctive period lasts from
Child.
birth to the age of adolescence, and it
BY IVER 0. BAKKEN.
is not until this latter period that the
child
should deal with purely intelEducation is not simply the getting
of facts. Unless a person is able to lectual subjects. This is the stage of
use his knowledge it is of little value. rational knowledge, it is now that the ·
Education is the overcoming of en- child has the ability to learn and unvironment. There are three realms derstand mathematics and chemistry.
which must be conquered: The phys- And these can never have their ullest

8
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meaning for him unless the foundation the religion ot reason, the age of
has been laid in a knowledge of and skepticism, corresponding to the rafamiliarity with material objects. Many tional period in intellectual growth.
a child has acquired a distate for these Great must be the loss to the child
subjects simply because they · were who has not learned in early years the
given before his mind was able to un- perfection of nature and the infinitude
derstand . In the words of Montaigue: of God's love, · tot without this the
. "They studied words, words, words."
probabilities are he will never pass
After the rational period comes the through this stage, to the stage of
philosophical. True growth is then theoretical knowledge which is the
impossible for the youth who has been highest attained by man.
deprived of the opportunity to cultiA ch ild who spends the first twelve
vate his senses. He now has the ab ility years of his life in the country may acto see relat ions but cannot view them quire , by then going to the city schools
in th e truth a nd beauty of nature's all th e high er culture which is essential
reality .
to best living. But th e city child
If h e has fail e d in acquiring a proper crammed with facts for which he is
basis in his childhood he becomes not ready, cannot by going to the
sordid minded and sees no beauty in country receive that knowl ed ge of ma·
the home ly , simple affairs of life . Take teri al thin gs which is necessary in or·
the business man who bas spent his der to overcome environment. The
life in the crowded atmosphere ot a significance of this fact can be;:; t be
large city; what charm has poetry or realized by comparing the minds of
na ture for him?
men whose education consisted chiefly
Durin g this philosophical period the of boo k learning with the minds of
d efinit e · relatio·ns between God and thos e whose chief education had been
man are esta bli shed. The universe and derived from practical life. Who could
its pl a n is vi e wed as a whole, it is now writ e like Wordsworth or Burns withthat mental philosophy,_sociology and out being cquntry bred? Who would
theoretical reli g ion may be rn a exchange the dear old associations and
measure comprehended .
memories connected with the home
The spiritual environm ent is in pro· life on the farm for any of the artificial
cess of being overcome through the luxuries in a city? "Truly there is a
whole life of the child . His first- im- charm in simple things."
pressions should be of the unbounded
love of the universal Fathe r. Th ese
The Town That Was Sold.
impressions are best obtain ed . from a
direct personal contact with the pracBY STEEL PEN.
tical manifestation of that Father; i. e.,
[ CONTINUED FROM LAST ·NUMBER.]
nature. "In those vernal seasons of
ihe year when the air is calm and
V.
pleasant, it were an injury and a sullen"Yes, I might .just as well accept
ness against nature not to go out and your offer. This city has gone to the
see her riches, and partake in her re-. dogs, anyway, since that trust knocked
joicing with heaven and earth."-Mil- the bottom out of the °real estate busiton.
nes·s and everything, and now I might
In the philosophical period comes just as well sell out tor a song and git.
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So here goes," and several blocks of
land in the immediate neighborhO'od of
the emporium were transferred to the
trust. The price was only a fraction
of what the same property was worth
a year ago, but still a liberal valuation
on unimproved lots filled with tumbledown brick and wood buildings that
nobody inhabited.
Now began magnificent operations
in Tonia. For about a month the work
of tearing down the old buildings went
on, and then there were eleven blocks
free from "encumbrances." Nobody
knew what was coming. The contractor who did the wOJ;k knew only
that he was ordered to tear down the
buildings and preserve the brick, stone
and lumber that was worth preserving.
As the spring advanced a new force
of men changed the four blocks just
adjacent to the Emp9rium to a park.
Simultaneously another force of men
began to construct seven new buildings
each covering a block . What suppressed excitement fill ed th e air of the
littl e city! What could be th e p urpose
of so many new buildings? No one
knew.
The form and architecture
varied much, but th e purpose could be
almost anything as far as the founda
tions showed.
Miss Wilson had resigned from the
schools about a month ago, and it was
rumored th~t she was to wed young
George Brown who was employed in a
subordinate capacity by the syndicate.
He and his "girl" took a g reat deal of
interest in the new buildings, and almost any sunny afternoon the two
could be see n wending their way between brick, lumber and mortar, watching the stately buildings rise.
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city.
Its most attractive and live portion consists of eight buildings arranged thus:
DD

~ Park ~
DD

Let us listen a while to the people
and learn what this means.
"Yes, that's our new hotel. It's a
beauty, isn't it? You see the old hotels
busted when they lost the drummer
trade. We don't see a dozen drummers
a year , for the syndicate always sends
its own men east to buy. So the
syndicate built this palace. Rates?
All kinds. You can live at that•hotel
for three dollars a week, and you can
pay five dollars a day, just as you
choose. All depends o n the frills an d
tnmmings. Pays? Well, I dunno, but
they have a blooming big patronage,
more than twi ce what all the three
little one-horse hot els we had before
used t 0 h ave. Destroyed th e boarding
house business?
Rather, I should
think. There are plenty ot people
boarding in families, for some folks
like a homelike place, but you could
not find a boa-rding h ouse in Tonia."
"Oh, that. Th at is the kitchen. Onehalf of the private houses in Tonia are
supplied with cooked food for every
meal from that kitchen. Solved the
servant girl question, too. There are
not one-tenth as many domestics in the
town as there used to be. Expensive?
No. The food served on the table
costs them no more, sca rcely, than the
uncooked grocer ies used to do under
the oid system."
"Yes," a woman's voice this time,
VI.
"here · woman is truly ema ncipated.
If you had visited this region a year We toil not neither do we spin, we
later you would have seen a curious neither cook nor do we wash. The
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laundry over there does the washing
so cheaply and so well that it would be
foolish for anyone to spend time over
the washtub.
"Some of the men and women dispossessed of their places by the reduc
tion of stores have found employment
in the kitch e n and the laundry."
'•Yes sir, that is our opera house.
Holds a thousand people. Almost no
trash is ever played there : Not be cause we were originally so very superior in .o ur intellectual and moral
taste. Far horn it. Tonia always
patroni zed the lightest of comedies
and farces. 'A good laugh' was the
one object of the play. Now it is different. Th e syndicate pays a subsidy
to se veral companies for presenting
classical plays at popular prices. I
understand that so well patronized are
these cheap and meritorious perform an ces that the subsidy is scarcely necessary any longer."
"That building sir? That is the pride
of the town PAR EXCELLENCE. It contain s our public li brary, lecture rooms
of assorted sizes, and what may be
called studies for rent. Lectures and
readings o n literary s ubj ects are given
there almost every even ing of the
week. Then it contains the evening
college. This tries to carry out the
Chautauqua idea of universal education for all ages and classes. The
courses are not tech nical, but liberal.
The culture and not the facts is what
we are after. The majority of people
without families spend their evenings
in that building either reading in the
library. listening to the lectures, or
studying in the college or-and this is
a Tonia invention-listening to ~he
readers who almost every night are
reading classics to the people. Who
are they? They are mainly young
students with good voices and thin

purses who are engaged· to read, say
two evenings a week, to the public.
Many who never before thought they
cared for literature find it now impossible to resist when it is presented audibly by a sympathetic voice, and many
a bookworm finds new charms in his
old favorites that he had never suspected they possessed when they are
presented to his ears instead to his
eyes."
"We have another library invention
ot which we are proud. There are a
dozen studies fitted up with dictionaries, typewriters, desks, chairs, blackboards and finally a dumb-waiter.
These are
rented by th e hour,
day, week or month and are found
great conveniences. The clergymen
all use them. One afternoon in the
week they retire to their sanc tum in
the library. These are all in the second
story. The happy occupant sends down
his order through the dumb -waiter and
gets the books he wants in return.
Here he can enjoy the sa me seclusion
as in his own home with ten thousand
volumes within reach. Many of us
literary fellows, hire a study now and
then for an eveni ng when we wish to
write lette rs or get up an essay or address for some of our clubs,"
"But over there are some buildings
that look like manufacturing establish-.
ments."
*
"Yes, there are a few within these
sacred blocks, but they are all of a perfectly inoffensive character, such as
woodworking shops and the printing
establishment shops. They all get the
power from electric motors run by
dynamos located at a little waterfall
two miles from town. This also runs
our electric light,· and the whole is
owned by the city. So is the street car
establishment. That waterpower runs
the city, sir. There are practically no
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municipal taxes, for the income from
the power and light sold gives a sufficient income to run the city ."
"That? Why that is our apartment
house. Fine? All modern conveniences. Nothing for luxury, all for use,
however. Really, a large two-story
building of that kind can be constructed cheaper per room than a secondclass frame cottage. No sir, not the
ELITE.
All the city outdoor paupers.
When this was built there was no end
of guessing what it might be intended
for. Finally it was all plain to us. All
the poor people moved in. The city
council and the real estate men had a
nice little plan before. The city would
aid certain poor families by paying the
rent for them. This was turned over
directly into the hands of the owne rs
of th ese houses. Thus it was easy for
the real estate men to co llect rent from
all their tumble-down shacks. In those
days you never heard of a house getting so dilapidated th at it could not be
rented out. Good houses might stand
empty, but the hovels were always full
-and the city paid the rent. Now the
syndicate rooms thes e people cheaper
in this palace than the real estate men
did in the hovels.
The city still pays
the rent for some, but many have done
better after they could live respectably.
Our poor relief costs us only half as
much as it used to do, an·d y et I am
told that the syndicate makes five per
cent., insurance and repairs on the
building."

VII.
(The day before the wedding.) "How
well we have kept, the secret, George.
Not a soul suspects that the meek little
schoolma'am was a millionaire and
that she bought the town."
"How could they? Even I did not
believe it after I had undertaken to do
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the buying. It was cruel of you to
make me start buying the town without · knowing in the least where the
money was to come from."
"But you had my word, dearest."
"Yes, I had; but you cannot imagine
how hard it is to talk business about
tens of thousand of dollars and base it
all on a conversation one hc1d in the
moonlight the night before; to resign
from a lucrative position, and then begin to wonder if the whole thing is not
a dream, especially when one's new
principal teaches school for thirty-five
dollars a ~onth."
"Let me explain. I was always a
little romantic and ::;entimental.
I
found it harder and harder to tell you
the plain prosaic fact that I had suddenly inherited a vast fortune."
''Well, darling, upon the whole, I
th ink I shall forgive you. You were
harder on the people of Tonia. They
are sti ll ignoran t of to whom the town
belongs."
"But tomorrow they will know.
Won't that be the biggest surprise the
world has ever seen?"
"You bet. But it was wise in you to
keep it a secret as long as you have.
As a manager, or rather messenger
boy of the syndicate, I could get at the
inside of a thousand little things and
schemes of utmost importance to our
job that otherwise had been forever a
secret to me. And you! Nobody cared
what the insignificant school teacher
heard or saw."
"Yes, and then how it has saved me
from the annoyance of beggars. I dare
say I am the only millionaire in the
land that never had a letter from a
cripple asking for money for a pair of
crutches, or from a deacon begging a
paltry thousand or two to wipe out a
church debt, or from the 'proud but
impecunious father of triplets' named
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after me, or from a school girl asking
for money for a flag tor their Washing
tu1! celebration. Really, can I afford
to throw away this palladium?"
"And, um
the friends of free
competition are not dead. We shall
not be universally beloved as harmless
commonplace people tomorrow night.
Really, I don't quite like the . prospects."
"I'll tell you my boy. Let the play
go on. Let us leave on our wedding
trip as plain people, poor but hnnest;
and let us come back ditto. We can
get much enjoyment out of our little
game yet. I like to live in a moderate
sized house, like to be one of many, not
one in a class by myself. Won't it be
jolly to know that we own the town
and nobody suspects it! Thus we can
in peace and quiet plan to better our
work and perfect the city into a little
jewel without the officious meddling of
friends and reformers."
•·That's a bargain," said George.
"Suits me to a T. But my, what a
bloated capitalist and grasping monopolist you are, darling!"
Boer and Briton.
BY P. M. M.

If British civilization is not only the
best but the only culture that has a
right to exist on the face of the earth,
then certainly the British are entirely
right and the Boers entirely wrong.
This is the way our little two-by-four
editors, preachers, bishops and professors view the matter.
Almost every element of our American institutions and culture can be
traced, in a superficial way, to England;
hence England is our mother country.
We Americans have everything and
know everything that is worth having

and knowing. Hence England, as the
source of all civilization that has any
right to exist, has divine right to annex all the earth.
We can speak English;
Therefore every nation on the face
of the glpbe should be forced to speak
English.
We understand no other language
than English;
Therefore it ought to be made a
criminal offence for anyone to speak a
language that we cannot understand.
Our "cultured" broad editors of religious family papers, which, incidentally have quite a circulation in England,
will call upon us to admire England for
not going all to pieces when she found
that the first skirmish with the enemy
went agamst her.
The Dutch Boers of S outh Africa
are doubtless very crude creature&:
They do not play cards, keep mistresses, smoke cigarettes, wear monocles or evening swallow-tail coats.
They have no dukes, dudes or Standard Oil company. Nor do they admit
the divine right of Cecil Rhodes to
rule over them.
Their clothes don't fit.
They are long-haired, long-bearded,
and incidentally long-headed, and believe in a crude theology that has gone
out of fashion in England.
And worst and most heinous cnme
at all .
THEY DON'T SPEAK ENGLISH.

After such an indictment can you
blame the American jackals who follow in the heels of the British lion for
their holy fervor for English culture · in
South Afric;t?
·
'
But let us leave the opinions of rene-
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gade Americans and look at the sub- unqualifietl; but he would not be worthy
ject a moment. What interest does of our respect if he did. A people
humanity have in this vicious little with muscle and brains and courage
scrap between Boer and Brit?
and bealth and children have a right to
Humanity i~ a big subject. More exist even if they are old-fashioned.
than can be expressed in one race, na- They will progress and their progress
tion or culture. If England should con- will be healthy. The· Boer is as promquer all the world, if her language, ising as New England was two cenlaws and customs, should supersede turies ago. He wants to evolve his
all others; good as- is the English civil- own culture in his own way. Why
ization, this would mean the annihila- should he not? Would he not be contion of worlds of beauty and truth for temptible if he wanted to ape someman. It takes all the languages and body else? It would be immensely
a ll the cultures of the world to express profitable for mankind to have this
what is in man . Some cultures, to be stern and stu rdy seventeenth century
sure, hold less and some _hold more of plant develop in the k ee n eage r fruitrealized . humanity in them, but every forcmg climate of the twentieth cenculture has something that is of value. tu rv.
And this valuable something is peculiar
It is hard to be pati,:nt and impossito tiiat culture. No other civilization ble to respect the intellectual acumen
can be substituted for it without loss of of those who ask us to sympathize
just this peculiar element th at forms its with Tommy Atkins because he "fights
vital cen ter.
for our culture." Our culture has
The Boer is, to be sure , nQt in the
possession of as rich a culture as England. For in spite of "the devil and
(his) ~hamberlam", the grand and
noble English people is still sound at
he.art. There is more for humanity in
Brita.in than in Boerdom. But British
culture is no substitute for Boer culture. They are, as well as all other
cultures, incommensurables. Humanity will be poorer for all eternity if
Boer culture is now cut off and not
allowed to develop to its normal fruitage.
Nor is the loss small. The Boer
civilization, though crude and antiquated, is healthy. The Boer is full
of life and energy, is progressive and
aggressive. He does not, to be sure,
adopt English culture uncooked and

nt:wer for a moment been in danger of
extirpation by the Boers. Suppose
you saw an adult ruffian strangling a
baby. ·w ould it occur to you to side
with the murderer because he might
get hu 1t · by the baby? The Boers
don't want to annihilate English culture, but the English do mean to annihilate Boer civilization.
Now, really, don't waste breath, my
<dear Anglomaniac ! There is not an
iota of -sense in your whole tirade, let
me assure you. Suppose all the gold
and' diamonds of South Africa should
remain in the soil for another century,
what would humanity loser' Not one
human being can be fed, clothed Ci>r
sheltered by all the precious metals and
all the precious stones of the world.
The world could get aloni just as well
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without half of its gold and ·diamonds.
Are they all worth as much as one
healthy Boer boy? Or even as much
as one English mercenary, · moral
wreck though he be after many a
march "on the road to Mandalay?"
And now the British propose to
sacrifice a civilization, the most precious thing on earth, that few a millionaires may be able to double their millions quicker.
tJence every broad-mmded person
who is not blinded by race prejudices
must be wholly and unreservedly on
the Boer side of the struggle. They
fight for th e future of a virile race, a
budding culture, a stro ng language,
and healthy commonwealths.
The
English fight to ma:m humanity by
cutting off one of its members, to impoverize the twentieth century by destroying one of the most promising
young branches of the tree of civilization.
Just one word of warning. If you
are inclined to sympathize with the
British, first read what the Dutch,
German and French papers say abo ut
it, before you make up your mind. If
you cannot read any other language
than the English, don't presume to
have an opinion on the subject. What
right have you to judge of the value of
another civilization when you possess
only one? The probability is that you
are essentially uncultured, and can't
help being narrow and prejudiced.

then appeared a small prairie or strip
of meadow. Today it retains only a
very small portion of its original beauty
in its fast disappearing forests. One of
the chief factors which has brought
about this change is the great lumbering industry. This industry is carried
on annually all over the northern part
of the state.
The first step rowards converting
the forest trees into lumber is the estimation by a cruiser of the amoun t of
stumpage on a certain piece of ground.
This cruiser is sent out by the company
who intend to buy the tim her. In estimating the timber on a given piece of
of land, he finds the corner-stake of
cne of its sectiom, and · aided by a
pock et compass, he paces the lines and
estimates the timber on each forty
acres separately. He does not e ven
count the tree s, and his only aid is his
judgment, but he seldom fails in his
estimate.
After the estimate has been made
and the timber bought, the company
proceeds to build a camp. The camp,
consisting of a cook shanty, sleeping
shanty, work shop and from one to
three stables, is generally situated in
the heart of the timher. This done, a
crew of from forty to sixty men is
hired for the winter work.

The first work is to fell the trees and
cut them into suitable lengths for logs.
This work is done by the choppers and
sawyers. The logs a re then skidded or
drawn by horses and rolled upon long
A Logging Camp in Minnesota.
timbers placed ten or twelve feet apart.
BY CLAUDE COVEY.
This is done that they may be more
A few years ago the northern part easily loaded onto the sleighs. In the
of Miunesota w as a stretch of almost meantime another crew of men is busy
unbroken timber land; only now and pr eparing the road, over which the
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logs are. to be drawn, to a landing upon
some waterway, railroad or to some saw
mill. The road must pass over as level
country as possible, even if distance is
thereby sacrificed. If there are any
hills which cannot be evaded, they are
graded down. •It is alway s best for the
road to pass along a creek or low s wale
when possible. Wh e n a level c0urse
has been selected or made ready, ruts
must be dug, along which the runners of
the heavy sleighs are to glide. After
the grou nd has become frozen these
ruts must be wet by means of a large
road spri nkler, so as to form an ice
road. lf a deep snow falls it is necessary to pl ow it out of the road, and
sometimes to go over it again with th e
sprinkler.
It is very interesting to see a load
consisting of from fifteen to twenty-five
thousand feet of logs, weighing from
fifty to eighty tons, drawn on sleighs
through a country where a flake of
snow is not to be seen. The sleighs
are of enormous size and are strongly
built. They have from ten to fourteen
foot bunks, or crossarms, upon which
.to load the logs. The loaders must
use considerable skill in building these
loads as the logs are rolled up ont<lJ the
sleigh by means of horses and a chain.
If the loader is not very careful the
logs will be drawn ovtr, or the load
will spread and roll from the sleigh.
It must be evenly balanced with the
largest logs at the bottom so that the
lctad will not tip, as the bunks project
some distanGe beyond the runners.
The loads are usually drawn by two
or three teams of horses, but sometimes when the road is exceptionally
good, by omly one. The largest load
of logs which was ever drawn on one
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sleigh was drqwn by a single team m
the wmter of ninety-three and four m
the state of Michigan. This load
scaled about thirty-two thousand feet
and weighed over one hundred tons.
There is always great strife among the
teamsters in determining whose team
is capable ot hauling the largest load.
Sometimes when the weather is warm
during the day, the hauling must be
done at night when it is cooler and the
roads are in better condition. Any
timber cut and not hauled during any
given season deteriorates. Jt is also
lia ble to be burned by forest fires.
At the landing the logs are scaled
and barkmarked. In barkmarking a
log, the mark which the company has
received from the government, is cut
through the bark and into the wood.
By this mark' the logs may he readily
reco g nized when in a drive belonging
to other companies.
So much for the life in the woods.
Let us next visit the camp. First in
the minds of the men is "quittin' time"
and the "dinner hour." We will now
take a look at the kitchen. There we
shall find the boss cook with one or
more helpers 0r cookers. The pay of
the boss cook is generally among the
best given to the working men of the
camp, for his work is the most confining and requires the greatest number of hours. He must be astir at an
early hour m the morning in order to
have breakfast ready
the men, who
must get an early start for the woods.
He must also be up late at night doing
the evening's work after the teamsters,
who are generally the last ones into
camp, have finished supper. The food
which is supplied for the men is of ne-

for
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cessity very plain but substantial, and
it is generally well cooked.
WhPn the men come in from their
work everything is very lively. At
the table jokes and stories are told, and
the old adage "a hearty laugh is the
best ot sauces" is very frequently demonstrated. After supper the men leave
the cook shanty at once and go to the
sleeping shanty to spend their short
evening in smoking, telling stories and
other pleasurable pastimes. There are
generally c;me or mo re musicians in the
camp who furnish amuseme nt for the
rest.
After a short time spent m this
agreeable man ner, thtt men retire.
Now we shall leave them to prepare
for another day.
H. W. Longfellow.
BY P. M . LARSON.

America may well be proud of its
almost numberless array of great men.
During our short period of national life
Dame Nature seems t0 have, so to
speak, stamped her foot and forth from
thee arth have issued statesmen, orators,
poets, ·historians, generals, preachers
and teachers without number. Many
of these have been borrowed from
across the sea. Others have taken
their cue from some foreign predecessor and walked faithfully in that person's fo~tsteps. A few, h@wever, we
can proudly point to as truly ours. In
this last class izome our great hum@rists,
Mark Twain and Irving, novelis_ts
like Cooper and Hawthorne and poets
like Longfellow, Whittier and Lowell.
A biographer of Bjornson, the great
N orwegi~n author, says ot him: "If
you are in an assemblage ot Norwe-

g;ans and mention the name of Bjornson it is like raising the national flag
amongst them." Such may be the influence of one great and true man m a
country.
This remark i~ equally true of the
subject of my sketch. To us he stands
as the greatest type of the American
poet. Speak about poetry and poets
and the American thinks Longfellow.
To toreign ers he proudly points out
L ongfellow as the peer ot anything
they can offer. The man from across
the sea may protest, but will admit
th at we have a riJht lo be proud, and
that is saying a good deal.
Longfellow's p oetry is perfecL m
mechanical make up. The se ntiments
expressed are truly beautiful, breathing sympathy to the suffering, inspiration to the young and virtuous and rebuking tenderly the erring.
It is said, and I think truly so, that
few poets, if any, has taught more
people to love poetry.
I remember distinctly when a boy of
reading the Psalm of Life, the Children's Hour and Evarigeline, how they
seemed to be such beautiful poetry,
and to this clay · these poems remain
should
my ideal of what
poetry
be.
Our
author
has a first claim
to the homage of all Minnesotans.
Through his matchless pen the falls of
Minn ehaha have been made forever
famous. By means of his beautiful
poetry · our sky-tinted inland waters
will be for ages to come the wonder of
the nations of the earth.
To the youth of this country our
poet will forever stand as a shining ex-
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ample of what may be accomplished
by perseverance and application. At
the age of nineteen we read of him as
a graduate from Bowdoin college. I
judge that . but very few wild oats had
been sown by him. So remarkable had
been his career that he was at once
offered the professorship in literature
at the college. A busy life seems to
have been hi:;i motto. And as such it
was a fruitful one. True to his teachings, his life is as pure, beautiful nnd
true as are his poems. When the
curse of slavery was still a blot on this
fair land, mighty were the blows he
dealt for fr eedom. Pr0ud of hi s countrymen and to teach the young patriotism he wrote his Paul Revere's
Ride, and as a lasting rebuke to oppressors, be they nations or individuals, that exquisite poem Evangeline
was brought forth.
.
I can add nothing to hi'S fame unless
it be by echoing through my life the
sentiments he expressed in his Psalm
of Lifo when he said:
Let us then be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate,
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.
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The man who knows not, and knows
not that he knows not, is a B. Pity
him.
The man who knows not and who_
knows that he knows not, is an A.
Honor him.
The man who knows, but knows
not that he knows, is an E. G. Shun
him.
The man who knows, anc1 who
knows that he knows, is an A. G.
Reverence him.
QuESTION-I wonder why Mr. B.
didn't go home to spend Xmas?
Get your watch repaired at E. P.
Long's.
The hockey play,~rs h ave commenced
practice again after the holidays, and
are looking forward to having a series
of games in the near future.
When the snow comes have ,A sleighride party, and the place to get the
team is at John Coates' livery stable.
The most reasonable prices.
We are sorry to see one of the chairs
still vacan t on the rostrum, but hope
that Mr. Avery will he with us in the
near future.
Dr. Whiting has a ·card in this issue.
Skates sharpened at Headquarters
bicycle shop.
Normal spoons at E. P. Long's.

For rent-A seat in file 10. Apply
to Mi:. Newcomb.
Teacher (In G eometry class.)
What is your proposition about?
Student-Confused ( started to open
his book..)
Teacher.,-N o ! No! Don't open your
hook, op~n your head.
·

One ot our subscribers went into a
jewelry store recently and asked for a
"Hurricane" camera. It was several
moments before the clerk recovered
sufficiently to inquire whether she
meant one of the "Cyclone" cameras
they had in stock.
Cameras and camera supplies at E.

NoTICE-No congregating in the P. Long's.
Coates' busses meet all- trains.
cor.ridors.
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Teacher-( In physiology.) "If you
were t1red, ·and wished to get rested by
reading something, would you read
physiology?"
Pupil-"No, something pleasant."
"What do you take the .percentage
off?"
"Off your base."
Get your skates sharpened at Headquarters.

asked the clerk. "Lawrence Hall."
"Mrs. Lawrence Hall, yes,· street and
number, please."
Two Minneapolis boys were looking
over the Tribune cartoon book trying
to find the dog in each picture. Ne
dog could be discovered in one of the
pictures-a cartoon which represented
Kruger as a rabbit. "l kow why he
didn't put the dog in that one," said
one of the boys, "he knew that rabbit
wouldn't stay there if he put the dog

We entertained some fear that Miss
Joslin, associate editor of the Normalia,
would not return m time to partake in in."
this issue. She was detained a few
Concerning Wjgs.
days on account of the serious illness
How very convenient 'two uld be
of her mother.
If the hairs of the bead numbered three,
We'd have to wear wigs, don't you see.
Coates has always patronized the
Of snarls very lit.tie we'd reek
Normal students and the students
With swell part ings and curls we'd bedeck,
Without dislocation of JJeck.
should bear this in mind when orderA wig could be washed very spry
ing rigs of any description.
(No soap would get into our eye,)
We'd read while it bung up to dry.
Two Minneapolis newsboys were
Today, our soft locks might be brown,
looking at diamond rmgs in a jeweler's
Tomorrow, gold tresses would crown,
windows.
The following soliloquy
A foQtball coiffure might astound.
Gymnastics might cause one to smile
was overheard: "1 bet yer them things
If shiny white pates were in style,
cost a lot, five or six dollars anyhow
With no hairpins nor elf-locks 1,0 rile.
-$160-Gee Whiz!!"
. When acquaintances met with our gaze,
Not hats, but our wigs we would raise,
Miss K - - takes a refreshing walk
Most stylish and graceful of ways.
every day ( all aione ?)
To show pbreoological bumps,
And exhibit our psychical lumps,
The Eolians are unable to distin'Tis a fact that wigs would be trumps.
guish the difference between "wine"
Then sing ye the song of the wig,
Be it little, or middling, or big,
and "water" as they both comrnence
It's a handy and comfortable rig.
with the same letter.
Such a case is
serious, and needs special attention as
it may terminate in something awful.

~

How bright(?), the students all appear after the "hollow" day.
If you want any information as to
Next year we may expect to see
your whereabouts for the last six something like the following in the
months, apply to Miss M- A-=-.
newspapers: About ro o'clock this
A young lady student recently pur- morning a horseless wagon loaded
chased some dry goods and ordered with cow less milk collided with a brainthem sent up. "Street and number?" less .rider on a chainless wheel. The
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luckless · wheelman was badly injured "If I should die to-night
And you should come to my cold corpse and
and homeless~ he was taken in a horsesay, ,
and heartsick o'er my lifeless clayless cab to the home for the friendless. Weeping
"If I should die to-night . · •

- Ex . .

An exchange says: Let your motto
he "Lie, Steal, Drink and Swear."
When you lie, let it be down to pleHsant dreams. , When yotCsteal, let it be
away from immoral as~ociates. When
you drink, let it be nothing but pure
water. When you swear, swear that
you will patronize your school paper,
pay your subse"ription, and not buy
from 'a firm that does not have an ad
in this paper.
At Cotter's · candy kitchen you will
find eve rything to be had in the line of
candies, a nd you ar e always ~ure of its
being the best as 1t is all made ri gh t
where yo u see it. Special attention
give n to Normal students. Call and
see us

...
$10 .00

,
,

i
,

,

For the next t hirt y days
we will give you 1 doz.
of our best$4.00 photos
fOf· V
And one splendid LIFE
SIZE picture. 16x20 in.,
finished in eitbercrayon,
pastel or sipia, worth
fully $6.00,all for$8.00.
Here is a genuine t5oap.
Come early or you'll miss
·
·
the c bar.ce of your life.
Remember tbe place....... .. ... .

e ef Y
$3 00.
In\·ested

.

Important Dates ·to Remember.

Davidson opera house.
January 29, Max Bel'ldix.
February 8, The L yric L adies.
Febrnar_v 24, Otis Skinner.
March 16, Frederick Warde.
March 30, B enjamin Chapin.
Keep the above dates in mind.

-'
SWA~:~:•i::EAM
.
1
IK

-~

HO"'IN is This?

And you should come in deepest grief and woe
And sav, "Here's that ten dollars that I owe"I might arise in my large white cravat
And say, ·· What's
that?"
,
"If l should die to-night
And you should come to my cold corpse and
kn el.
I lasping my bier tn show the grief you feelI say, ifl should die tonight
And you should come to me and there and thm
Just even hint of paying me that ten,
I might rise the while;
But I'd drop dead again."
-The 1ritic.

i

LOOK HERE STUDENTS!-

i

·

Will g ive you the best of work
and make prices to please
students.

GIV E US A CALL LADIES ANO GENTS.

E. F. MEYER,

~

VOUK PHOTO COMPANY

~

~

511 St Ger. 8t. Over Boyd's Store. St. Cloud.

~

,c.:;c,
~ , __ _ _ PROPRIETOR.

~~~M~M~~~MM,#

PUFF BROS.
GROCERS, BAKERS,
CONFECTIONERS _ _...._

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
ST- CLOUD, M"INN.

CAFIT AL,

$100,000

We carry the largest and most complete
All Business Connected with General Bankstock of staple and fancy Groceries, Confection, ing will Receive Prompt Attention.
ery, Fruit. Tobaccos, domestic and imported
cigars.
OFFICERS.
-DIR..EC'.I'OR..S.
Box trade our Specialty.
H.P. Bell, L. W. Collins, J. G. SMITH, President.
Wedding Cakes made to order.
EB. Smith W, B.Mitchell, L. w. COLLIN~, Vice-Prea;

60 7

ST. GERMAIN STREET.
. . . S'l'. CLOUD,. MINN ..

.John Cooper, L.Clark, J. Ed. SMITH, Cashier.
Zapp, .John Ben'Men, J. G .
Smith, C. L. Atwood.
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WOOD'S

aflak..A..6..A..AA A A ~:&:&:&:&:&:&:&:AA :A:A.: & - 4 . A . , ·

t---many styles of _Books.

°'.'oks· Ranging in

1_ ,
t
t Tablets

1

.

. •

l~
[

1-5C t Q $2• ,

Jvw~;:~ntain Pens
i

. f

BOOKLINE •••• Made up of choice selections in

~

i
i

- · ·•

In the Finest of :

Bindings. • . -. ·

Every N9rm!l Stud~nt should have one. The Water=
man Fountam Pen ts one of the lJlst Made. • . . . .

' .. -

1
l~

~
,Comp~t

Note Books

and Writing_Pap~r, theM_ost

.Bibles and Testaments.
Atwood Carries the Only Complete Line of ibles and

THE NORMALIA.
Sponges, Perfumes, Hair Brushes, Tooth
Brushes, and Full Line of Druggist
Sundries.

S. Fl. GARTEft,
Sp!teili/,I
fo
J:\ J;Jl:IGGI ST
)¾.it~lljlti@lljl

P't,yski~lij$p !F'ir~z;eripti@Jr,So

uA .

J, C. BOEHM,. M. D.
519 St. Germain Street.
Office hour~:

11 a . m . to 12:30 p . m., 2 to 4
afternoon , 7 to 8 eveninµ;.

~@~

'

~t. Qeirm~illjl ~t.,
5,t. @!@Ucci,

YOU WILL FIND AT

BOWINC BROS.

Table Delicacies such as raisins, currants,
citron, lemon and orange peel.
in the
Candies, Nuts of a ll kinds. Oranges,

'"""'"'"~
WALBRIDGE & LOUDON,

Bananas, S w eet Cider and Popcorn .

PROP RIETORS

BARBER
S HOP~

T1M..E CARD

Und~r t he Grand Central Hotel.

!!!~~~!!!~~:12!!~,
Merchants :-: National :-: Bank
OF ST . CLOUD, M INN.
C.A.FI'.I'.A.L ,

$150 , 000.

Banking in all its Branches.
-:·
Interest paid upon Time Deposits.
In Our S n vlngs Df'lpar-tmen t,.
Deposits received in sums of $1.00 and upwards. Interest
allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards.
A. BARTO,
0. H . HA. VILL,
1 st Vice-President.
President.
C. L ATWOOD,
A . H. R EINHARD,
2nd Vire-President.
Cashier.

-OF-

TRAINS.
;ST. CLOUD.
V'<'~l'Pl U L!<:1, T8.AIN:S-••Dl "'fINO 1:ARS
W.ES l . l3O U NC',

N o. 1, P n get Bound Limited .. .... .. 1 :03 a .m .
No. 5, Fargo L ocal. .... .... . ............ 10:55 a .m .
No . 7. Winnipeg Express ...... .. .. .. .. 10:57 p.m .
EM::T BOUND,
No. 2 , 'l'w tn City Mail ........... .. .... 12:15 p.m
No . 6 , Twin City E x press ............. . 2:20 p.m.
No . 8, St.Pa ul and Mpls .E x p r ess .. 4 :05 a.m .
No . 5 and 6 run via Brainerd.

Pnllman First-· la,ss and 'l'ourist Sleeping 11arc:
E . W olfsber g, Agent,
St. Cloud , Ml.nv.

I Chas.8i.S. Fee,
G. P . A.
P aul, :\iin n.

~ • -ofuJ 46&# tiw& 46Gb 4WJ! 4iWJ"lS

Get your

• • AND THROAT.
...................••..........•.
Office over Molitor's Drug Store.

Skates Sharpened

Before skating so you won't have to wait .
All kinds of Sporting material at

F. J. BAKER'S GUN STORE.
. .. FIFTH A TENUE NORTH . ..

St. Cloud,

Minnesota.

mflb

tflAt

are: en c~n cee: e
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Ladies' blue, bi-o,vn nnd black storr.n serge tailor made
su_!ts, full lined, perfect fitting, former

i

Lad ies' underskirts, outi:ug flannel lined; ruffl.fld and
trimmed bottom, this great sale.................... .. ...........

1
1

59

75

CLOAKS & :APES~'

24-incb electric seal jacket.

'1
◄.It

Ladies' Mui;;lia Gffwns. embroidery

$9.75
trimmed, low or high necks
69C
Lf~]~:, $,Jf ~~~f l~ii:,~1!p~~1.\,·,i"i'taffeta· ii~ed .....$12 50
L!~t;sf f1itU1 ,~,~~ ii 'g,;~:~;s;"i.'ii;i.
throughout, former prlc!-1 $25.00 this sale... ..
•
neck, fine grade muslin. $1.50 98C
L adies' black outside skirts, in plaids, black and
grade, this great sal<• ............... . .
colors, this great sale will µ,o at....... ... . .......... ...... .. ....
Ladies' low neck gowns, valience lace
98C Up tO $ f 2.50.
antl ,:1bt)O" trimming, cambric 98C
muslm, gr~at .January Bale ........

:!.~_0_
?0 $24.50

98

Ladit~s' Pmplre g·own, fine embroldery
trimmed wlth tucker! yoke, car,,bric
musl!t•, $3 ra<le, our ;mat

$2 19

~.,.,_,._..,,..,.,.,.,.,.._,..,.,.,,...,""'"'.,.,,""""'"'""'"",...,.""',._....,_,._..,..,,....

Men's $ 5 . 00 vici kid bala,
k'd l' d

I1rice 5 , t is sale. ...
•
2 7-inch astrakan cape, satin
lined, former price
.111
$2 7.(10, thia sale.... . ..
'
"II 27-inch con~y well lined,

"t~\s sb'~fe '. .. .l.l...k..:d···1·: a'
.nen s ox ca , ·1 rne ,
$ 5 .00 value, tnis
J
1
anuary 89 e............
•
SamH as above ln tan.
All our men's $ 3 . 50
shoes, t h is
Jan uary sale
Strictly up-to-date goods.
lien's box call bals, heavy

◄

$13 50

ti~~:~1~:~~~--~~~ .?.?.: ...

$6.98

.

c.Shoe D:;:;:·~-~~~- . it

foi~:~,rl~-~e
:.....
'II 24-inch XXXX elecr.ric seal
jacket, former price
$50.00, this sale.... .. .
•

$32 50
21i~.~~;~~ile
$~tJ~,.i~e$a.18.50
th 1s sa1e. .. ........... .....
24-inch astrakan, skinner
satin lined, former $29 00
$ 0 h

!
·l·

ff{o~El:t'Ji~~AL

$3 69
$3 49

$2.70

i~~R!~ r::f: ::i~?. . .SI.89

LADIES' DEP'T.

$2.98

La~fes' $4.0<? fine vicl
kid lace, this sale ........
Stric~ly up to-date.

I

0

$2.89
$1 98

Al~bo~~~-1tgi:s;a:l;·.~?. ......
All our $2.75 ladies'
shoes at......... ...... ..... .. •
Ladles' lamb wool soles,
25c grade ...... .. .................... .

2 for 25c.
25 TO 50 PER CE;'sT DISCOUNT ON ALL RUBBER
GOODS AND FELT SHOE;.

Ii.
If'"
Iii.
II"

►
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